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Abstrat

AMonte Carlo type model desribing dynamis of three pairs of an-

nual plants living in a homogeneous habitat is presented and disussed.

Eah plant follows its own history with growing, feundity and survival

hanes determined individually as funtions of the plant's ondition

and environment. The three plants - Valerianella lousta, Mysotis

ramosissima and Cerastium semideandrum di�er by the weight of

their seeds, whih in the model determines the ompetition prefer-

ene. Heavier seeds have a better hane for germination from a site

ontaining seeds of di�erent plants. Better olonisers produe more

seeds and disperse them over a larger distane. I show that without

absolute asymmetry in the impat e�ets between better ompetitors

and better olonisers and in a spatially and temporarily homogeneous

habitat, oexistene of speies is possible, however only in a limited

time. This is di�erent from statements oming from models using

mean-�eld type methods. I demonstrate also that in a system of two

speies lustering of plants of the same type are more frequent. From

the alulated survival hanes of seedlings and adult plants it follows

that elimination of plants our mostly at the early stages of the plants

life yle, whih agrees with the �eld data. I show that this ompeti-

tion/olonisation trade-o� model is su�ient to maintain oexistene

and I determine the onditions for dominane of one type of plants.I

show that the time of extintion of the weaker speies goes down with

inreasing observation time as a power funtion with the exponent in-

dependent of the type of plants.

keywords: Monte Carlo simulations, plant dynamis, annual plants,

oexistene, ompetition/olonisation trade-o�
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1 Introdution

It has been remarked by Crawley (1990) that desription of plants dynamis

is not an easy task. One of the entral issues is the problem of oexis-

tene of speies, important from pratial and hallenging from theoretial

point of view. Several fators promoting biodiversity have been proposed -

spatial heterogeneity (Yu and Wilson 2001; Turnbull et al. 2004), tolerane-

feundity trade-o� (Muller-Landau 2010) or disturbanes (Roxburgh et al.

2004; Miller et al. 2012; Seifan et al. 2012). Another possibility is the om-

petition/olonization trade-o� developed by many authors (see e.g. (Levins

and Culver 1971; Tilman 1994; Holmes and Wilson 1998)). The idea is that

speies whih are inferior ompetitors an oexist with superior ompetitors

if they are better olonisers, i.e. have a higher dispersal rate (more seeds

distributed over a larger distane). The question is - what makes a plant

a better oloniser or a better ompetitor. It has been speulated by Rees

(1995); Turnbull et al. (1999; 2004) that seed weight ould be suh a fator.

Coomes et al. (2002) used the neighbourhood models introdued earlier by

Paala and Silander Jr (1985; 1990) for the dynamis of two annual plants

Aira praeox and Erodium ientarium. The authors onluded that larger

seeded Erodium was ompetitively superior to smaller seeded Aira.

The ompetition/olonisation trade-o� problem has been modelled in

many ways. Rees et al. (1996) used �eld data and semi-empirial formu-

lae to predit population abundane for some assumed forms of interations.

Holmes and Wilson (1998) onstruted a ellular automata model in whih

two plants disperse their seeds at di�erent distanes. The authors onstruted

phase diagrams in the plane of the olonisation rates of the two plants. Later

Yu and Wilson (2001) investigated the ompetition/olonization trade-o� us-

ing a model based on averaged harateristis. They have shown that within

their model the ompetition/olonisation trade-o� an maintain biodiversity

only in a spatially heterogeneous environment.

In the papers dealing with ompetition/olonisation trade-o� it is gener-

ally assumed that better ompetitors have an impat on worse ones, but not

vie-versa and this absolute asymmetry is often onsidered a neessary on-

dition for explaining oexistene of speies (Adler and Mosquera 2000). Like-

wise, it is often assumed (Wilson and Nisbet 1997) that the better oloniser

is spreading its seeds over distanes greatly exeeding those of the poor

oloniser. Turnbull et al. (2004); Miller et al. (2012) showed that also smaller

plants have some in�uene on the larger ones, and the problem of estimating
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the distane over whih seeds are dispersed is di�ult (Nathan and Muller-

Landau 2000). It is therefore important to hek whether without absolute

asymmetry and within the pre-emptive model, the ompetition/olonisation

trade-o� ould be a su�ient mehanism to maintain oexistene of speies

in a habitat whih is homogeneous both in spae and in time (no disturbanes

nor pathes with di�erent living onditions). To the best of my knowledge

suh a model has never been reported. The preditions obtained with this

model are onsistent with empirial data and enhane our understanding of

the mehanisms ating in plant ommunities.

In this paper I study the dynamis of a system of three annual plants

with di�erent seed weights. My model uses a Monte Carlo simulation teh-

nique and has been introdued earlier (K�aki and P�ekalski 2011; P�ekalski

and Szwabi«ski 2013; Droz and P�ekalski 2013). The main features distin-

guishing it from previous studies of the ompetition/olonization trade-o�

mehanisms in annual plants ommunities is in taking into aount all of

the features listed below. Eah plant is desribed by funtions depending

on loal harateristis determined by atual ondition of the plant and its

surrounding. These loal onditions, not assumed global funtions, deter-

mine the hane the plant has for survival and its feundity. I allow also

weaker ompetitors to have some impat on the better ones and �nally I

take the seed weight as the fator determining whih plant is a better om-

petitor. Inorporating all these features makes my model more realisti and

also more omplex than the ones using global variables, as it is sensitive to

loal hanges in plants' harateristis it treats individually eah plant. As

remarked by Watkinson (1990), dynamial behaviour of plants' populations

in nature depends not only on density-dependent fators but also on a variety

of other, density-independent ones, bioti and abioti. These fators, random

by nature, are inorporated into the stohasti features of Monte Carlo-type

simulations. Suh individual treatment of eah plant, despite global homo-

geneity of external onditions, leads in my model to di�erent loal ones,

whih, as stressed by Crawley (1990) should be regarded as something of

even greater importane than temporal variation.

The main objet of this study is to show that without strit asymmetry

in the ompetitor-oloniser abilities, oexistene is possible. However apart

from that, the model allows to obtain several interesting results onerning

details of the plants' dynamis and the way a weaker speies is eliminated.
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2 Bakground

I onsider a similar system as the one studied by Rees et al. (1996), who used

in their model di�erene equations to desribe dynamis of the system and

the parameters of the model were rather omplex funtions indiretly only

linked with the observed harateristis of the plants. Out of the four speies

onsidered in Rees et al. (1996) di�ering in the weight of their seeds I have

hosen the following: Cerastium semideandrum, Myosotis ramosissima and

Valerianella lousta. The weight of their seeds are 0.08 mg for Cerastium,

0.17 mg for Mysotis and 0.80 mg for Valerianella.

The size, or weight, of a seed is related to the number of seeds produed

by a plant. In Rees et al. (1996) the average number of seeds produed by

one plant is given as - 20.3 for Cerastium and 7.5 for Myosotis. It has been

argued by Turnbull et al. (1999) that there exists a simple relation between

seed mass and the number of seeds a plant produes

seed number =
R

seed mass
. (1)

Using Cerastium to determine R in eq.(1) one an get for the three plants the

average number of seeds a plant produes - 20 for Cerastium, 9 for Myosotis

and 2 for Valerianella. Rees et al. (1996) showed that the perentage of

seedlings survival inreases with the seeds size, whih indiates that larger

seeds have a better hane to germinate, whih means that larger-seeded

plants are better ompetitors. Similar statements ould be found in other

papers (see e.g. Rees (1995); Turnbull et al. (1999; 2004)). The three above

mentioned plants, have the same basi requirements for resoures (Grubb

1977).

To oexists in a ommunity of several plants those having smaller seeds

must ompensate this handiap by either their bigger number and/or larger

dispersal distane. Although intuitively appealing, the idea that smaller

seeds are distributed farther, is not easy to verify experimentally, as de-

sribed by Nathan and Muller-Landau (2000). Turnbull et al. (1999) notied

that heavy seeds are dispersed over a smaller distane than the light ones.

Dispersal distane has an e�et on the ability of an inferior speies to o-

exist, as remarked in Holmes and Wilson (1998). It is not lear whether a

large di�erene between the dispersal distane of two ompetitors fundamen-

tally hanges oexistene riteria, or lengthens the time to reah equilibrium

(Holmes and Wilson 1998).
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It has been shown, see Watkinson and Harper (1978) and referenes

therein, that mortality of plants happens in di�erent periods of the plants'

life yle, depending on the average number of seeds produed by the plant.

When there are just a few of them as for Vulpia fasiulata, then the elimi-

nation happens at the late stages (�owering) of plant life. This means that

the survivorship urve is negatively skewed (Deevey type I) (Deevey 1947).

Plants produing many seeds have survivorship urves positively skewed

(Deevey type III), meaning that mortality of juvenile plants is high.

Rees et al. (1996) do not give details about the life yle of the plants

investigated by them, but suh information ould be found in Watkinson and

Harper (1978) for Vulpia fasiulata, another of the sand dune annuals. It

goes as follows:

germination - September - Otober (about 8 weeks),

growth - November - May (about 28 weeks),

�owering - May - July (about 10 weeks),

After �owering plants are immediately dying. Total lifespan is then about

46 weeks.

3 Simpli�ations

I assume that all my plants - Cerastium semideandrum, Mysotis ramosis-

sima and Valerianella lousta, have the same demand for one external re-

soure (water) whih is divided symmetrially (see below) and their lifespan

is 46 weeks, divided into three stages - germination (1 week), growth (44

weeks), �owering and seed dispersal (1 week).

Maximum numbers of seeds produed by a plant, µ, are taken as: 25 for

Cerastium, 10 for Myosotis and 5 for Valerianella. Only the last one is

onsidered a plant produing suh a small number of seeds that plants elim-

ination follows the Deevey I urve. For Valerianella time tx = 22 weeks

determines the start of the elimination proess, while for the remaining two

types of plants it sets the end of it.

Larger seeds have a batter hane to germinate from the same site than

smaller ones (Rees et al. 1996; Turnbull et al. 1999). To aount for that, the

probabilities of hoosing a larger seed from a site on whih there are seeds

from di�erent types of plants are my ontrol parameters. These probabilities

ould be in a straightforward way linked with ompetition oe�ients of se-

ond (logisti) type introdued by Rees and Westoby (1997). Seeds of speies
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with largest seeds, Valerianella ould remain ative for 2 years, for Mysotis

3 years and the smallest seeds of Cerastium for 4 years. Partiular values

are not very important, however letting smaller seeds last longer redues the

preferene for hoosing heavier seeds and dereases the oexistene zone.

4 Model

To investigate fully the parameter spae their number must be kept low.

Therefore I �x the values of most of the parameters of my model at values

taken either from the paper by Rees et al. (1996) or Watkinson and Harper

(1978). However at the end of the Results setion a short estimation of the

robustness of the obtained results is given.

The habitat is a square lattie of linear dimensions L× L with L = 100.

Eah site (plaquette) ould be either empty or ontain one plant but an

arbitrary number of seeds. Time is divided into two units - smaller ones

(weeks, denoted by t) and larger ones (years, denoted by T ). All external

onditions are redued to one resoure w(t), whih is homogeneous over the

whole lattie but vary in time (weeks). All plants have the same demand,

wd, for the resoure, whih is equal to average supply, w0, taken as 0.5.

The life yle of plants is omposed of three stages - seeds, seedlings and

adult plants. Transitions between stages, like e.g. germination of a seed, are

determined by the appropriate probabilities depending on the plant �tness.

During their life yle plants' demands for the resoure are ompared with

its availability. The larger is the di�erene, the greater is the hane that

the plant would be eliminated or would produe less seeds. At the end of

their life yle plants disperse their seeds over areas depending on the mass

of the seeds and they die, Choie of a seed for germination depends on the

number of seeds on a given plaquette and the preferene of hoosing a seed for

germination. Chosen seed is then put into a germination test, also depending

on the ful�lment of the demand for the resoure. If the seed passed the test

it beomes a seedling and in the next week it turns into an adult plant, whih

lives during 44 weeks. Therefore resoure availability determines all steps of

the plant's life yle.

At the beginning of simulation 1000 plants of eah of the two types, are

put randomly on an empty lattie. Another possibility of studying oexis-

tene has been proposed by Miller et al. (2012), when a small number of

intruders is put inside an existing population.
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Plants ompete with their nearest neighbours within the von Neumann

neighbourhood (heneforth denoted by NN) for the resoure in a symmetri

way (Weiner 1990), i.e. the supply on the entral plaquette, where the plant

grows, is divided by the number of plants in NN. On a square lattie, whih

I am using, there are 4 suh NN. Small variations in time of the external

resoure are desribed as

w(t) = w0 + 0.1(1− r(t)), (2)

where w0 is the average supply. r ∈ [0,1℄ here and afterwards is a random

number taken from a uniform distribution. The fator 0.1 is hosen small

to redue the hane for major perturbations, whih would require separate

studies. The amount of the resoure a plant i with nni nearest neighbours

may get in a week t is

ui(t) =
w(t)

1 + nni

. (3)

This is ompared with the plant's demand wd

δi(t) = wd − ui(t). (4)

δi(t) is then used to alulate the hane the plant has to survive (if this

happens in the elimination period, i.e. �rst weeks for Cerastium and Mysotis

and last weeks for Valerianella)

Pi(t) = exp(−s · δi(t)), (5)

where s is the seletion pressure, taken in the simulations as 0.05 .If a new

random number r ∈ [0, 1] ≥ Pi, the plant is eliminated and another plant is

randomly hosen for inspetion. The alulated value of Pi is used also to

estimate the plant's feundity, fi,

fi =

44∑

t=1

Pi(t). (6)

The summation is taken over all weeks of plants' adult life. The alulated

value of the feundity determines the number of seeds the plant produes

σi =
µ · fi
44

. (7)
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Here µ is the maximum number of seeds that a plant of a given type ould

produe (Seifan et al. 2012). Using the same funtion Pi(t) for the plant's

survival hane and the number of seeds it produes is justi�ed, sine as

shown in Shirley (1929) the number of seeds depends on how well the plants'

demands for resoures have been met at all stages of its life yle. This

proedure of random hoosing plants and determination of their survival and

feundity is repeated as many times as there are plants in the system. At

the end of a year all surviving plants disperse their seeds in the numbers

alulated from eq.(7) over distanes typial for their type - in the four NN

and the plaquette on whih the plant grows for Valerianella, in 8 + 1 sites

for Mysotis and in 24 + 1 plaquettes for Cerastium. After dispersing the

seeds plants die. A sweep over all lattie is done and all seeds older than the

prede�ned value typial for the plant type are removed. This orresponds to

di�erent time limits of the respetive seed banks. Next year starts with the

germination phase. In it all plaquettes ontaining seeds are randomly visited

and one seed for germination is hosen. In the ase of one type of plants the

hoie is random. When there are two types, the lottery model of Chesson

and Warner (1981) is applied. If there is sV seeds of plant V and sM seeds

of type M, then the probability of hoosing a seed of type V is

πV M =
prV M · sV

prV M · sV + (1− prV M) · sM
, (8)

where the parameter prV M is a weight desribing preferene in hoosing a seed

of type V from a pair (V,M ). Analogous formula, mutatis mutandis, is used

for other pairs of plants. The seleted seed is then put to the germination test

- alulation of Pi from eq. (5) and omparing it with a random number ri ∈
[0,1℄. If r ≤ Pi the seed beomes a seedling and no further germination from

this plaquette is possible in this year. When all plaquettes ontaining seeds

have been visited, the germination phase is over and all seedlings beome

adults plants.

My ontrol parameters are the ompetition powers of the plants - the

weights prkl in the probabilities πkl of hoosing a larger seed when on the

same plaquette seeds of di�erent types are present. Inb my model the e�et

of preferene is inreasing with the density of plants in agreement with (Rees

1995; Turnbull et al. 1999), sine at low densities the hane that a plaquette

will ontain two types of seeds is small.

The main, and very important, di�erene between my model and the

one used in Rees et al. (1996) is that they desribed the dynamis of the
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plants via a set of di�erene equations using globally de�ned parameters. I

am investigating here many aspet (out-performane of one speies, zones of

oexistene, elimination time, seedlings vs. seeds suess) not touhed upon

in Rees et al. (1996).

5 Results

Dynamis of one type of plants growing alone is quite similar for the three

speies. After an initial stage, whih is shortest for the best oloniser and

longest for the best ompetitor, a stationary state is reahed. I investigate

a pairwise system omposed of two annuals - either Valerianella and Myso-

tis (V,M), or Valerianella and Cerastium (V,C) or Mysotis and Cerastium

(M,C). In the �rst ase the ontrol parameter is the probability, prV M ., in

the seond ase it is prV C and in the third ase prMC.

Plots showing temporal dependene of the plants' abundane were ob-

tained after averaging over 25 realisations, i.e. 25 di�erent spatial distribu-

tion of the same initial population. The simulations were run for 60 years. In

some ases, like for the pair (V,C) and prV C = 0.90, it seems that a station-

ary state is reahed. However at times of the order of hundreds of years one

speies, (C), eliminates the other (V). This agrees with earlier observations

(Chesson and Huntly 1997). Hene, what I present here is a transient stage,

whih ould last for several deades. How the time at whih the data are

olleted in�uenes the results, is disussed below. Sets of parameters values

whih well illustrate the tendenies and the role of the parameters are hosen.

Figure 1, shows the time (in years) dependene of the abundane of plants

for the pair (V,M) and for three values of the weight prV M . Figures 2 and

3 show the same for the pairs (V,C) and (M,C). The features in all ases

are similar and with inreasing the probability of hoosing a seed of a poorer

oloniser its number is growing and if the probability is high enough the

plant ould be the dominant one. At earlier stages we observe a negative

relation between seed size and abundane, as found by Rees (1995). At

the beginning in the habitat there are only initially put plants and a better

oloniser is winning, regardless of the preferene in seed seletion, sine the

total density of plants is low and plaquettes ontaining both types of seeds

are rare. With inreasing density the situation hanges and the ompetition

advantage is more important. Figure 4 shows spatial organisation of plants

at the end of simulations (60 years) for values of the weights at whih the
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Figure 1: Temporal dependene of the abundane of plants Valerianella and

Mysotis for three values of prV M - preferene of hoosing a Valerianella seed

from a site ontaining both types of seeds. See eq.(8).
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Figure 2: Same as in Figure 1, but for the pair (V,C).
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Figure 3: Same as in Figure 1, but for the pair (M,C).

speies oexist. To see better the loations of plants, only a fragment of the

lattie is shown. Some lustering of plants of the same type is observed, also

for Cerastium whih disperses its seeds rather far.

Clustering of plants of the same speies ould be investigated in more

detail by alulating the average fration of plants in NN of the same type

as the entral plant, ompared to plants of both types for the same entral

plant. It is evident that with inreasing the perentage of plants of a given

type also the fration of alike plants in the nearest neighbourhood will grow.

To ompensate for this e�et I introdue a funtion ̺k (k = V,M,C) de�ned

as

̺k =
〈nnk〉

〈nn〉
−

Nk

N
, (9)

where 〈nnk〉 is the average number of nearest neighbours in NN of the same

type as the entral plant k, 〈nn〉 is the average number of both types for

the same plant, Nk is the abundane of plants of type k and N is the total

number of plants. When ̺k > 0 intra-speies interations prevail and are

more frequent than following from simple density e�et.

Figure 5 shows it for the three ases. The general features are in all

ases quite similar. Strong preferene for lustering of plants of the same

type is observed in the oexistene zone. There are therefore more intra-

spei� interations than inter-spei� ones, as remarked in Rees et al. (1996).
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Figure 4: Spatial arrangement of plants at the end of simulations (60 years)

for three pairs of plants and values of the prkl parameters orresponding to

the oexistene region. A part of the total lattie is shown

When one of the speies nearly or ompletely eliminated the other one, ̺k
approahes zero, as seen from eq.(9).

It is interesting to hek at what stage � adult plants or seedlings the

plants are more often eliminated. To this end I have alulated the seeds

(SN) and seedlings (SK) suesses, de�ned as follows. The seeds suess is

the ratio of the number of suessful germinations to the number of plaque-

ttes with seeds. From a plaquette only one seed an germinate in a given

year, hene it is the number of plaquettes with seeds whih is essential, not

the number of seeds. The seedlings suess is the number of adult plants

whih survived till the end of simulations and produed seeds, divided by

the number of seedlings. Figure 6 shows the suesses as funtions of the

preferenes in hoosing larger seeds and for the three pairs of plants. From

Figure 6 it follows that the seed suess, SN (empty symbols), depends heav-

ily on the value of the weight parameters, while the seedlings suess, SK,

remains muh higher and its dependene on the parameters is weaker. The

obtained results (seedlings survival hane for all onsidered here ases about

75 %) agree quite well with the survival estimates given in Watkinson and
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Figure 5: Redued fration of the same plants in the von Neumann neigh-

bourhood (see eq.(9)) taken after 60 years, for the three pairs of plants and

as funtions of prkl.
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Figure 7: Abundane of plants taken at di�erent simulation times, Tm, for

the pair (V,M), as a funtion of prV M

Harper (1978) for Vulpia fasiulata � about 70 %. The overall onlusion

is that the abundane of plants is ontrolled at the seed level, not by killing

adult plants. It on�rms earlier statements (Watkinson 1980; Levine and

Rees 2002).

The results presented so far were obtained for simulations lasting 60 years.

Sine however the system is not in a stationary state, it is neessary to

hek how the results hange when the observation time is di�erent. The

information ould be useful to determine trends present in a real habitat.

The dependene of the number of plants on the time of olleting data

is shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 for the three pairwise 'experiments'. The

oexistene region shrinks with time, meaning that oexistene is possible

only for a more and more restrited range of the weight parameters. A

question arises whether the rate of disappearane of the oexistene regime

is the same for all onsidered systems, or it is spei�.

Figure 10 shows the width, ∆, of the oexistene range as a funtion

of the observation time, Tm, in years, on a doubly logarithmi plot. Apart

from a pre-fator, all three ases follow a power dependene with the same
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Figure 8: Same as in Figure 7, but for the pair (V,C).
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Figure 9: Same as in Figure 7, but for the pair (M,C).
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Figure 10: Width, ∆, of the region of the parameters prkl values where

oexistene is possible, as a funtion of the observation time, Tm. Double

logarithmi sale

exponent

∆ ∼ T−0.95

m
(10)

Hene, shrinking of the oexistene region does not depend on the details

of the plants harateristis and has a universal harater. Finally, Figure

11 shows the oexistene regime dependene on the parameters prkl (k,l =

V,M,C) and time of observation, Tm. All three ases have the same qualita-

tive harater and oexistene in all is possible. When a poor oloniser (V )

ompetes with a very good one (C), only when the preferene of hoosing a

V seed is extremely large, the V an eliminate C.

5.1 Robustness

I disuss here e�ets of some hanges of the parameters of the model, whih

were not shown in the �gures. Produing plots for all values of the ontrol

parameters would be not pratial, sine e.g. for all ases of small prV C

Valerianella would be eliminated, beause in that range it is both a worse

ompetitor and a worse oloniser. Therefore only signi�ant ranges of the

parameters, well illustrating the tendenies, and the role of the parameters,

have been hosen
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Figure 11: Phase diagram showing in the (prkl, Tm) plane, the oexistene

regime and regions where only one type of plants is alive.

I have veri�ed that populations from di�erent realisations (di�erent initial

distribution of plants) have almost idential history. Hene, the dynamis

is robust with respet to hanges of initial onditions and the plots show

typial behaviour. Inreasing the value of the seletion pressure from the

adopted here s = 0.05, leads to very fast extintion of plants, while making it

smaller greatly redues in�uene of the environment. The size of the lattie

(10 000 plaquettes) is su�ient to eliminate all stohasti extintions and

provides reasonable exeution time of the simulations. Keeping the ratios of

the maximum number of seeds a plant of a given speies ould produe (here

5, 10, 20 for the Valerianella, Mysotis and Cerastium, respetively) �xed and

hanging the numbers, like to (10,20, 40) does not in�uene the results in

any way.

The area over whih seeds are distributed is one of the parameters of

the model whih is di�ult to verify experimentally. Therefore, apart from

the reported above ase when the areas were 5, 9 and 25 plaquettes for

Valerianella, Mysotis, Cerastium, respetively, I have run simulations for the

following areas - [5 ,9, 13℄ and [9, 13. 25℄ for the three plants. In all ases

oexistene has been found in the regions quite similar to the ones for the

areas [5, 9, 25℄. Therefore the partiular values of the distanes over whih

the seeds are distributed, as long as the sequene is preserved, are not ruial
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for establishing oexistene.

Robustness of the results presented above with respet to hanging plants

features indiate that even when the plants are desribed by more omplex

harateristis, oexistene is still possible.

6 Conlusions

For oexistene to exist it is often assumed that either omplete assymetry

between a good oloniser and good ompetitor was neessary (Turnbull et al.

1999; Yu and Wilson 2001), or a better oloniser must distribute its seeds

muh farther (Tilman 1994; Wilson and Nisbet 1997).

A simulation model of plants dynamis developed earlier (K�aki and

P�ekalski 2011; Droz and P�ekalski 2013) is applied here to study systems

of three annual plants - Valerianella, Myosotis, Cerastium living in pairs.

The habitat is spatially homogeneous, hene oexistene ould not appear

via path preferene. Also the external onditions remain unhanged in time,

therefore diversity of speies ould not be linked to disturbanes. A plaquette

on whih grows a plant ould not be invaded by another one. The meha-

nism responsible in my model for oexistene is the ompetition/olonisation

trade-o�, with seed size as the fator di�erentiating between a good oloniser

and a good ompetitor. I proposed a simple de�nition of a better ompetitor

as a plant whih has a heavier seeds than the other plant and suh seeds are

more often hosen from sites ontaining both types of seeds. This is based

on earlier observations (Rees 1995; Rees et al. 1996). A better oloniser pro-

dues more seeds and disperses them farther. Although in my model the

habitat is homogeneous, loal onditions di�er from plant to plant, as di�er

the number of nearest neighbours interating with the entral plant.

The obtained results indiate that at the early stages of olonisation of an

empty habitat, the best oloniser always is the dominant speies, as remarked

in Rees (1995), regardless of the value of the parameters. In an intermediary

period (5-15 years) many patterns are possible and the �nal state depends

on the values of the parameters.

I have shown that both di�erenes (asymmetry and spreading distane)

ould be muh smaller to allow for oexistene of speies and that the ompetition/olo-

nisation trade-o� is a su�ient mehanism to establish the oexistene of two

speies, albeit for a restrited time interval.

This di�erene in the onlusions about the role of the ompetition/olonisation
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trade-o� in earlier papers and this one ould be due to the fat that in mean-

�eld type models all onditions are global, hene all funtions determining the

dynamis of plants and their harateristis are also global and loal e�ets

are lost. In investigations of any omplex system, biologial or else, �utua-

tions of the basis quantities are very important. They are, by onstrution,

totally negleted in a mean-�eld type approah, whih in some ases ould

give therefore even qualitatively wrong results. For example in the mean-�eld

model unfavourable onditions apply to all plants and the population may

go extint. In a simulation model, like this one, and in nature, onditions are

determined loally and they a�et only a small group of plants not endanger-

ing the whole population. Only inlusion of individual treatment of objets,

updating their harateristis aording to loal onditions and allowing for

some stohastiity an reasonably well mimi the nature. The importane

of agent based type of modelling has been disussed e.g. in Grimm et al.

(2005).

I have demonstrated that in my model the oexistene of speies is a

transitory phenomenon and I have, to the best of my knowledge, for the �rst

time investigated how fast the weaker speies disappears. I have shown that

it goes as a power-type funtion and that the e�et does not depend on the

speies harateristis, hene it is universal.

In my model the abundane of plants is ontrolled at the seeds level,

while killing adult plants is rare, as found in Watkinson and Harper (1978);

Levine and Rees (2002). Clustering of plants of the same speies is observed,

speially when the number of plants in a pair is similar, in agreement with

earlier observations (Rees et al. 1996). The region of values of the preferene

parameters over whih oexistene is possible, goes down with inreasing

observation time as a power funtion with the exponent independent of the

plants harateristis.

I have shown that the di�erene in the dispersal distane between speies

ould hange oexistene hane and not only lengthen the time to reah

equilibrium, whih answers the question made in Holmes and Wilson (1998).

Calulated in my model estimations of hanes a seed has to germinate,

grow and live long enough to produe seeds, agree with the data for Vulpia

fasiulata (Watkinson 1990). My model predits also that there are more

intra-spei� interations than inter-spei�, as onjetured earlier in Rees

et al. (1996).

Obtained results are robust against hanges of the plants' harateris-

tis and therefore have a general harater. As suh they ould be used to
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determine trends in real eosystems.

It is, at least oneptually, not di�ult to inlude into the presented model

other fators negleted here - spatial and/or temporal inhomogeneities, dif-

ferent toleranes of plants to a stress oming from a shortage of the resoure,

two or more types of the resoures or more detailed harateristis of plants

(di�erent size, demands et.).
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